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INTRODUCTION

Need for improvement in classroom teaching. If schools

are to meet demands for improved education, some changes

will have to be made by teachers at the classroom level.

Inservice teacher t Aning can help teachers change what

they do in classrooms In

D.C. Ber ner (1982) proposed:

cent article, M. Bierly and

If teachers are the cause of the problem, the logic
goes, then teachers can effect a remedy. The result
has been increased pressure for staff development
programs so that teachers may learn how to do their
Jobs better.

Failure of many Inservice programs to affect change or

improvement In classroom teaching. Even though nearly

every school district in the country schedules release time

each year for inservice teacher training, studies show that

maJority of such inservice programs fail to cause

educational change or improvement (K. Howey & B. Joyce,

1978; M. McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978; Rubin, 1978). Inservice

training programs call upon teachers to implement improved

teaching methods new curricula, and/or new teaching

techn logies, recommended in many cases by researchers who

devIse schemes for improved education on the ba 's of

empirical findings. During the months following inservice

teacher training, schools rarely provide the follow-up

support teachers need for adoption of innovations. Fullan

(1982) concludes an extensive review of educational change

literature with the assertion,



The cases of success successful imp7.ementation) we
examined consisted of systems of peer-based interaction
and feedback among teachers combined with external
assistance. Large numbers of people will be affected
only when the system of support atdd interaction becomes
established as a regular, normal part of the ongoing
work of schools.

What sort of peer-based interaction feedback, and external

assistance are helpful to teachers? In the present study

I was interested in specific factors that help teachers

learn to implement innovations that require non-routine

teacher behaviors. I asked questions concerning the sort of

support teachers must have in order to make changes in their

instructional approach.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

I drew from organizational sociology t_ develop a conceptual

framework to explain how peer-based interaction and feedback

among teachers can help reduce teacher uncertainty and

thereby provide opportunities for successful implementation

of innovations requiring non-routine teacher behaviors.

I applied an organic sociological m del proposed by Charles

Perrow (1967) for describing the sociological structure of

schools as organizations. According to Perrow, the

organization s capacity to process information depends upon

the match betNeen management style and complexity of the

task technology and raw material. Cohen, Deal, Neye , and

Scott (1973, p. 7) applied Perrow's terms to classrooms by
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defining the technology as curriculum instructional

methods,

a great

teaching techniques and curriculum materials.

variety of curriculum materials is used,

When

the

teaching technology is more complex than it is when the

variety of curriculum materials is small .

Raw material, in Perrow's terms, can be redefined as the

student body in an educational setting. When students are

heterogeneously grouped and when they are grouped in several

small groups, the raw material is more ambiguous and more

varied than it is when students are homogeneously grouped in

a single large group.

In such a complex environment, differentiation in materials

and groupings of people require the processing of a large

quantity of information. Many exceptional cases require

non-routine decision-mak ng which, in turn, require

additional quantities of information-processing,

problem-solving, and the application of theoretical

principles to particular case Thus task technology

becomes mor- complex and decisi ns less routine and as raw

m terial becomes less well understood, less predictable, and

less uniform, interdependence of groups should be higher and

coordination should occur through worker interaction.

According to Perrow, there should be a shift from direct

authority to delegated authority and an increase in the use

of lateral relations as communication channels as the task



technology bexil. -lex. Complex tasks require

more interdepaeftent -angemznts.

Organizational ss depends on a match bet een the

manag ment style and 'zhe complexity of technology. Management

style
decentralized.

continuum from hierarchical to

agree -f fit between management style

and technology determines the organization's capacity to

process information and make decisions. In situations

where the technological task is simple, direct authority and

vertical channels of communication are effective. Given

complex technology, interdependence of workers and lateral

communication will deal with the many exceptional cases and

differentiation of materials and task structures (Perrow,

1967). More complex situations require wider, higher-level

search procedures and lateral channels -f co munication.

Interdependence and the use of lateral communication

channels permit wider search procedures (March & Simon,

1958) and are more efficient for processing increased

information loads (Galbraith, 1973). Thus in m-re complex

organizations the use of lateral communication and high

levels of interdependence

organizational effectiveness.

expected to increase

In this study I examined interdependence and lateral

relations among t- chers as they implemented a complex

educational innovation. My most general hypothesis was that

4



there would be a positive relationsh p between lateral

relations and the teache s ability to implement

successfully a highly uncertain and non-routine technology.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATION

I compared variations in implementation among teachers who

were similar in that they were all attempting to teach the

same innovative program but who differed in their patterns

f interactions with support personnel. The instructional

innovation implemented by the teachers is a curriculum

program which, in theoretical terms, represents a highly

complex technology with multiple heterogeneous student

groupings and a variety of materials. The program required

teachers to learn a wide range of new behaviors and to work

with students in small groups.

The curriculum program. The curriculum program, Finding

Out/Descubrimiento (E. DeAvila and S. Duncan, 1902), develops

thinking skills through the teaching of science and meeth

concepts in grades two through five to children who have

diverse linguistic and academic skills. Finding

Out/Descubrimiento features multiple math and science

learning cente s that operate simultaneously. The activities

allow children who differ in cognitive development to carry

out the same tasks in manners appropriate to individuals'

developmental level. Each child must complete the task and a

worksheet for each le-rning activity center.
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The classroom management syst The classrcon

management system was devel oped by Eli zetbe.eth S. Cohen ,

Ceci I i a Navarrete, and others at Starlit* ord University.

Children are trained to work-in 000perativere groups and to

take responsibi l_ty for their own and offrthers` learning

through the assignment of special ro es witFiekin their small

groups. Because the children can use each othe as
resources in the learning process, there a=ls no need for
ability or langua e grouping. Brouos are cq:turposely formed

heterogeneously.

While children are working at their 1eaFnig c nters, the

teacher delegates to students the authoritree to acilitate
tasks, to make sure that their peers understamind the academic

tasks and complete worksheets, and to super--vise cl

The teacher's authority is delegated to stude.mnts through the

use of cooperative norms and assigned riole. The teacher

learns to di scard routi ne behaviors , evi.isch as direct

instruction and telling students hop, to do the tasks, and

instead learns to perform new, non-routine beh.saviors.

New, non-routine teaching behaviors appropetr-iate -For the
teacher to use at learning activity centers include giving

specif c feedback , assigning competence o low-status

students, stimulating thinking and prob errern-solvingi, and
ex tendi ng activi ties. The teacher must lear ran to use these



teaching behaviors on the spot to manage several small

groups at diverse learning activity centers simultaneously.

For most teachers these non-routine teaching techniques are

unfamiliar behaviors. The techniques are non-routine

because they require on-the-spot decision-making relevant to

the situation. The constellation of non-routine teaching

techniques can be called indirect instructional techniques

because the teacher allows students to solve problems,

practice skill and discover information themselves. During

the learning center acti ities the teacher refrains from

instructing directly.

Besides managing learning center activities, the teacher

presents an orientation for the whole class at the beginning

of each lesson and a whole-class rap-up at the end of

learning center activities. Because children are grouped

together as a whole class during orientation and wrap-up,

orientation and wrapup settings are more routine and usually

more familiar settings for teachers to manage than

small-group learning center activities.

Thus, Finding Out/Descubrimiento is a complex program across

two dimensions of the learning centers: groupings are

heterogeneous and materials are diverse. Orientation and

wrap-up are less complex because the teacher is then in

charge of only one whole-class group and students do not

work with a great variety of materials.
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The supervisory model. MD 00--Eervioory model f-
impX.ementation mandated by the EtarGrd lirdyirsity developers
reqc_zires that teachers are observed regular-11y throughout the
year-- and that structured feedbak is giv-Neen to teachers.

Eltisrvations of teachers and feelhack wo,sere provided by
Starso-Ford consultants and by 5upPtive SLiP.erv1sors wi thin
the school and/or distri t who ~re tra1 e ned by Stanford
conul tants. Each feedback 5esjo1 for tachers was based
on a= minimum of six ten-minute oervationegs. Three of the

teniminute observations for feedeck Sez.;ions were made

duri ng whol e-cl ass instruction Cori htati on nd wrap-up) and
thr observations were made during small gftr-oup instruction

(lear.La-ning center activi ties). requenciel,,as of various

teac=ner behaviors were aggregated ind grarand so they were
easy to understand visually (sets Appendisc A for sample

teacer feedback graph). Stenforciel tinst.alittt nts carefully
explined the difference between Ihoverineir" over studentF.

a d meson-routine behaviors such as impiying ottfLudents specific
feedirmack. Teachers were encoureagett to to erorm non-routine
behawiors especially during learning= trite aremctivities. They
were also encouraged to a oid more routine, direct helping
and disciplining behaviors, cspecially uring learning

centeir acti viti es.

Clasroom assistants- The claissroarmen managetwment model

for -mplementation mand ted by StanFord recfLiaires that every

10



teacher has a classroom as istant during the time the

curriculum program is implemented. Teachers are trained to

observe their assistants, to meet with them regularly, to

use a meeting agenda organizer called a Meeting Tamer" (see

Appendix B) and to give their assistants feedback on their

classroom performance.

Feedback given by the teacher t assistant is based on

the teacher's classroom observations of the assistant.

Teachers were trained to USR an observation instrument

similar to the Teacher Observation Instrument which was used

as the research instrument in this study (see Appendix D).

The Meeting Tamer is an agenda organizer for meetings

dealing with -features of the curriculum progra . Both the

Teacher Observation Instrument mnd the Meeting Tamer are

designed to focus conversation in the direction of

non-routine teaching behaviors, which are the most

challenging aspects of implementation.

METHODOLOGY

Sample. Thirteen teachers were observed in five schools

and three districts in the San Francisco Bay Area. All

classrooms contained a large percentage of Spanish-speaking

and bilingual students. Several classrooms contained

children who were recent immigrants from Asian countries.

9



Instruments for data collections The management systems

checklist and the teacher observation instrument. To

gather data for assessing the amount of organizational

support received by teachers within their school and

district environments, I asked teachers to fill out a

Management Systems Checklist once every two weeks (see

Appendix C) for sixteen weeks. On the checklist teachers

recorded esti ates of the number of meetings they had held

with principals, teaching a .s stants, peer teachers, and

supervisors during the previous two weeks.

On the Management Syetems Checklist teachers were asked to

check routine and non-routine topics they had discussed with

their classroom assistants during the previous two we ks.

Some top cs such as: materials, worksheets students on or

off task, directly helping students ("hovering learning

tenters, activity cards, and discipline problems related to

more routine teacher behaviors. Other topics such as:

individual student needs, student problem-solving, multiple

abilities, rate of student talking and woFking together,

stimulating thinking, and extending activites related to

more non-routine teacher behaviors.

School and district-level supportive supervisdrs were

trained to observe teachers and to give the same kind of

feedback Stanford consultants gave I used Stanford records

to determine the frequency with which teachers received

10 12



feedback from Stanford consultants. In a large percentage

of cases, supportive supervisors were trained by Stanford

consultants at the time when the Stanford supervisors gave

feedback to teachers. Therefore, teachers meetings with

sApportive supervisors were often one and the same as

meetings with Stanford consultants.

Data on teacher behaviors was based on obser ations ga red

by trained researchers who observed each teacher tt,nty

times for ten minutes each time. Teachers' speech acts were

categorized and tallied (see Appendix D for tF,61 Teacher

Observation Instrument). Ten of the twenty ten-minute

observations were made during whole-group instruction and

ten of the observations were made during small-group

instruction. Observers achieved 907. reliability with the

observation instrument before their observations were

included in the data.

RESULTS

Results of the study are presented as answers to two main

que "ons:

What forme uf lateral communication are
associated with an increase in teachers' use of
non-routine behaviors in complex, small-group
settings?

2. What forms of lateral communication are associated
with a decrease in teachers' use of inappropriate,
routine behaviors in complex, small-group settings?

11



Non-routine behaviors are not necessarily highly

intercorrelated. Nonetheless, they are all important because

they represent aspects of the program that are very

difficult for teachers to learn. I constructed an index for

Non-Rout ne Teaching Behaviors from the f llowing items on

the Teacher Observation Instrument: Teacher Talks about

Think ng, Teacher Extends Activities, Teacher Gives

Feedback, and Teacher Assigns Specific Competence to

Low-Status Children. To construct the index, I added the

number of non-routine teacher behaviors across each

ten-minute observation for each teacher. Then I calculated

each teacher s average rate of performance of non-routine

behaviors.

Question Is What forms of lateral communication are

associated with teache use non-routine behaviors in
A

small-group, complex setting- Table I presents the

Spearman rank correlation coefficients (Spearman rho) of the

frequencies of various kinds of meetings that were reported

by teachers to have taken place with the index of average

rates of various non-routine teacher behaviors. This table

only displays data collected during small-group instruction.

Data on the same non-routine teacher behaviors was also

collected during whole-class instruction. For the present

study, the distinction between small-group and whole-class

instruction was kept because the use of non-routine teaching

12 14



behaviors in small groups is the most uncertain task of all.

Examination of Table I shows that there are only two

stati t cally significant positive relationships of lateral

communication with non-routine teaching behaviors. One item

refers to the frequency with which teachers had feedback

from Stanford consultants and the other refers to the

frequency with wh ch teachers met with their supportive

supervisor.
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LATERAL COMMUNICATION
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CORRELATIONAL RELATIONSHIP
OF LATERAL COMMUNICATION WITH
INDEX OF NON-ROUTINE BEHAVIORS

IN SMALL-GROUP CLASSROOM
SETTING

Teacher-Principal
(Principal observed teacher
and/or met with teacher)

Teacher-Teacher
(Teachers met and/or used
Meeting Tamer)

Teacher-Assistant
(Teacher met with Assis ant)

SPEARMAN RHO

.05E1

.102

-.571*

Teacher-Supervisor
(Teacher met with Super or) .573*

Total Lateral Communication
at School and District Level
(Frequency of Meetings)

Feedback Meetings with Stanford
Consultants

p .05

-.2 7

.573*

TABLE I. RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCIES OF VARIOUS KINDS
pF LATERAL COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TEACHERS AND OTHERS
IN THE SCHOOL SETTING WITH AN itaxx OF NON-ROUTINE
TEACHER BEHAVIORS IN SMALL-GROUP CLASSROOM SETTINGS.

Contrary to my expectations, the total amount of lateral

teacher communic tion is not associated with the rate

teacher performance of non-r utine behaviors in small-group

settings. In addition, the rate at which teachers met with
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principals and the rate at which teachers met with other

teachers in the school are unrelated to teacher per-4 rmance

of non-routine behaviors during small-group instruction.

There is surprisingly st ong negative c_rrelation (p

.05) of (1)the frequency of teachers meetings with their

assistants and (2)teachers* perfomance of non-routine

teaching behaviors during learning centers. However,

targeted feedback frcm Stanford consultants and feedback

from trained supporti.e supervisors at the schools

significantly associated with teachers" performance

non-routine behaviors during small-group instruction.

At this point in the analysis, I took into consideration the

topics teachers and assistants discussed in their meetings.

It seemed to me that if I knew not only the frequencies of

their meetings but whether or not they were talking about

topics specifically related to non-routine behaviors,

might still find a positive relationship between lateral

communication and non-routine teacher behaviors.

I constructed an index from the Management Systems Checklist

by adding the frequency of Teacher Giving Feedback to

Assistant and the frequency of Teacher Using Meeting Tamer

with the Assistant (Feedback/Meeting Tamer Index). The

Spearman rho correlation between the two original variables

composing the index is .600, significant at the p w .05

level. I then combined the Feedback/Meeting Tamer Index

15 17



with various topics discussed by teachers and their

assistants, multiplying the Feedback/Meeting Tamer Index for

each observation by different topics discussed in

teacher-assistant conversations dealing with non-routine

behaviors. examined the correlations of the

Feedback/Meeting Tamer index and different topics with

teachers non-routine behaviors.

Two important non-routine teaching behaviors, Teacher Gives

Specific Feedback and Teacher gives Academic Praise to

Students, are closely associated with reported frequency of

discussion of two topics by teachers and assistants:

Student Problem-Solving and Multiple Student Abilities. I

constructed two Flew indices, multiplying the Feedback to

Assistant/U e el- Meeting Tamer with Assistant Index and the

reported frequency of teachers' and assistants' discuss n

about: (1)the topic of Student Problem-Solving and (2)the

topic of Multiple Student Abiliti s.

Table II displays results of the Spearman rho correlations

of (1)the Feedback/Meeting Tamer Index multiplied by the

frequencies for the topic of Multiple Abilities and (2)the

Feedback/Meeting Tamer Index multiplied by the topic of

Student Problem-solving with (3)an index combining teachers'

performance of the non-routine behaviors, Giving Specific

Feedback to Students and Giving Academic Praise to Students,

in two settings: (1)small-group cla s oom settings and

18
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(2)whole-group classroom settings.

INICW-4F4MWTIME
1=1-1IM-F

INDICES OF
TEACHER GIVING FEEDBACK TO
ASSISTANT,
TEACHER AND ASSISTANT USING
MEETING TAMER, AND
TEACHER AND ASSISTANT DISCUSSING
TOPICS OF:

Student Problem-Solving

Multiple Student Abilities

FREQUENCY OF TEACHER GIVING
SPECIFIC FEEDBACK AND
ACADEMIC PRAISE TO STUDENTS

1 SPEARMAN RHO CORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS

1--
:IN WHOLE-CLASS :IN SMALL-GROUP
1 SETT'NG: : SETTING:

. 592*

. 616*

*p = .05

.388

.415

=

TABLE II. CORRELATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF TEACHERS TALKING
ABOUT SPECIFIC TOPICS WITH ASSISTANTS AND USING MEETING
TAMER WITH NON-ROUTINE TEACHING BEHAVIORS IN WHOLE-CLASS
AND SMALL-GROUP CLASSROOM SETTINGS.

=

The two Management ChecklIst Topic Indices which include teachers'

and assistants' talk about the topics of Student Problem-Solving

and Multiple Student Abilities are positively related to the

teachers' performance of non-routine teaching behaviors in the

classroom. In more complex Fmall-group settings the

relationships are positive but not s gnificant. In less complex,

whole-class settings the positive relationships are significant.

It appears that it is easier to train teachers to perform

17 19



non-routine behaviors in less complex, whole-class instructional

settings than in more complex, small-group settings.

Question 2: What forms of lateral communication arm associated

with a decrease in teachers Use of inapproprate, routine

behaviors in complex' small-group settings? In the

teachers' workshops and feedback sessions, Stanford consultants

emphasized that teachers should decrease the f equen y of

directly helping students solve learning activity problems during

learning center activities, and that teachers should also

decrease the frequency of directly helping children complete

learning center tasks. Directly helping children solve problems

and complete tasks involves routines familiar to most teachers.

(Instead, Stanford consultants emphasized the importance

tending children's thinking, giving them specific feedback, and

allowing children to s lve problems by themselves.) I predicted

that there would be a negative correlation between (1)lateral

communication of teachers with other adults and (2)teachers

using undesirable direct helping behaviors during learning center

activities.. In the data I expected to find negative

correlations of variables describing forms of Lateral

Communication between tea hers and various other adults with the

variable, Teachers Directly Helping Students, in sma -group

classroom settings.

I used a Spearman rho test to correlate frequencies of various

forms of Lateral Communication between teachers a-d other adults

18 2 0



wi h Teachers D:Irectly Helping Students. Table III shows results

of the Spearman rho correlati-n_ of various forms of Lateral

Communication by teachers and others with Teachers Directly

Helping Students in smallgroup classroom settings.

21
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CORRELATIONAL RELATIONSHIP :

OF LATERAL COMMUNICATION
with

TEACHERS DIRECTLY HELPING
STUDENTS IN SMALL-GROUP
CLASSROOM SETTINGS

SPEARMAN RHO CORRELATIONS

Teacher-Principal 1

(Principal observed teacher:
and/or met with teacher): .063

Teacher-Teacher
(Teachers met and/or used
Meeting Tamer)

1

.223

Teacher-Assistant
(Teacher met with
Assistant)

1

-.165

Teacher-Supervisor
(Teacher met with
Supervisor) -.631*

Total Lateral
Communication at School
and District Level
(Frequency of Meetings)

1

1 -.085 $

Feedback Meetings with
Stanford Consultants 1

1

-.6

;

1

*p = .05

TABLE III. CORRELATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF VARIOUS FORMS OF
LATERAL .0TEACHEF COMMUNICATION WITH TEACHERS DIRECTLY HELPING
STUDENTW:COMPLEX (SMALL-GROUP) CLASSROOM SETTINGS,A

Table III shows a significant negative relationship (p

.05) between the frequency of teachers directly helping students

22



in s -group settings and the frequency of teachers meeting with

supportive supervisors and Stanford consultants. Parallel to

Table I, there are no significant relationships of other types of

lateral communication with the frequency of teachers performance

of nmn-routi-ne teaching behaviors in s al -group settings.

DISCUSSION
fi

Now let us t --n back to Table I. Why is there a strong negative

relationship oetween the frequency of teacher-assistant meetings

and teachers' non-routine behaviors? All teachers talked with

their assistants a great deal about the gathering and

organization of materials. However, variation in the frequency

of reported talk about materials was at least as great within

observations of individual teachers as it was between teache s.

Thus, it is not possible to test correlations of the frequency of

talk by teachers and assistants about materials with any other

variable. Nevertheless, we can speculate that teachers who

talked most with their as istants about materials may have

displayed the lowest frequency of non-roatine behaviors. Perhaps

teachers who met with their assistants most frequently talked

nearly exclusive y about materi ls. Teachers who met 1 ss

frequently with their assistants may have discussed topics

related to non-routine behaviors more frequently than teachers

who met with their assistants more frequently but mho talked only

about materials.

Why do the various forms of lateral co m nication (except for

21
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teachers' meet ngs w th Stanford consultants and support

supervisors)

behaviors

cons stently show no relationship to teachers'

in class oms? Although no data were collected on

specific topics discussed by teachers with principals or other

teachers, we may surmise that the collection and organization

materials was the topic most frequently discussed by teachers

with principals and other teachers. Theoretically, the topic of

materials is not linked with teachers' performance of non-routine

behaviors. The f rm of communication most closely associated in

the data with teachers' performance of non-routine behaviors in

complex classroom srttings is the targeted feedback teachers

received from Stanford consultants and supportive supervisors in

the school or district. Targeted feedback was focused on helping

teachers identify and exhibit non-routine behaviors and helping

them discard undesirable routine behaviors.

Table II shows t at when teachers gave feedback to assistants,

used the Meeting Tamer to provide structure for their meetings

with assistants, and discussed topics related to non-routine

tea hing behaviors; chances increased that those teachers would

Pe f rm non-routine teaching behaviors in classroom settings. In

order for teachers to give feedback t_ as istants, teachers were

forced to watch carefully the role played by the as 'stants in

talking students. When teachers undertook to explain

assistants how they should talk to children, that process

emphasized non-rout ne behaviors for the teachers themselves and

probably enabled them to understand the pr c ss better.

24
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Table Ill reveals that targeted feedback was strongly correlated

with teachers discarding unwanted, routine behaviors of giving

direct help to students in small-group settings. Targeted

feedback given by Stanford consultants was especially designed to

help teachers discard unwanted routine behav" rs in small-group

learning activity settings. Routine behaviors are less

appropriate during small-group activiti s than during whole-class

orientation and wrapup.

Caution must be exercised in attributing correlational

relationships to causation. Although I inferred the possiblity

f causation, further investigations with another design could

lend more credibility to causal inferences. There is a strong

theoretical basis for arguing that receiving legitimate and

specific evaluation will increase the performers' efforts in

directions desired by the evaluator (W.R. Scott and S. Dornbusch,

1975). Furthermore, the act of working with an assistant and

using observation, feedback, and the Meeting Tamer undoubtedly

increa ed the teachitr s grasp of the underlying theory. R.

Lotan (1985) has shown that such a grasp will increase the

probability of implementation of non-routine behaviors.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of this study it appears that after presenting

teachers an innovative instructional model and theory, staff

developers should then provide training which includes focused
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observations and targeted feedback. In the present study,

initial training was more effective when it was followed by

focused classroom observations and targeted feedback.

Non-targeted lateral communication for teachers was not

pr dictor of non-routine behaviors.

What are the implications for school policy? The findings reveal

that the only forms of lateral communication associated with

high rates of non-routine te ching behavior are focused forms of

lateral co- unication. From this I infer that unfocused

communication about the program does not help teachers acquire

mor- difficult ills.. Most teachers need technical assistance

f_r learning to conduct focused meetings. Technical assistance

may include instruction in the use of an observation instrument

for teachers to use when they observe and give feedback to their

assistants. Technical assistance can also include instruction

for teachers in the use of a meeting agenda organizer. (In the

present study teachers made use of a Meeting Tamer agenda-setter

with a list of possible topics to discuss in their meetings.)

Topics on a suggested agenda organizer can be designed to include

those related to more difficult aspects of the program, such as

non-routine t a hing behaviors. An agenda-setter helps t_achers

focus discussions on the broad range of program-related topics

that need attention.

Schedules should allow time for teachers and their team members

to participate in meetings. Too often, teachers who work in
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teams and teachers who work with teaching assistants are assigned

without provision of time for the teacher and team member or

assistant to sit down together to reflect on non-routine aspects

of the program and to plan future strategies. Eff-ctive

meetings dealing with more diffi ult aspects of an innovation do

not usually take place when teachers meet informally while they

are on yard duty or at lunch.

We can conclude that in order to institute new, non-routine

teacher behaviors in complex classroom settings, it is not

enough to provide collegial, professional school environments

where teachers have opportunities to talk with other adults in the

school setting about the innovation. In addition to a sound

theoretical framwork presented in the initial workshop, necessary

school l-vel conditions for teachers' adoption of non-routine

behaviors include: (l)the provision of feedback targeted on

teachers classroom performance, (2)time for teachers t_ meet

with team members and supportive supervisors, and (3)technical

assistance that helps teachers focus discussions on a range of

topics related to non-routine elements of the innovative program.

Assuming that the findings are generalizable to a larger sample,

what are some implications for state policy where the large goal

is school improvement? If a selected program for school

improvement involves elements of complex instruction (the use of

a variety of materials, the use of heterogeneous grouping, and

the use of multiple groups operating simultaneously), focused
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lateral communication is necessary for the attainment of

successful implementation of the program. The state should obtain

provisions for financial resources, guidance, and technical

assistance for sch-ols and districts so that selected school

provement programs can be successfully implemented. It goes

without saying that unsuccessful implementation of high-quality,

innovative school improvement programs is wasteful in terms of

financial cost of the attempted implementation and in terms of

the expenditure of human resources.

This study suggests at 1 ast two further issues that need to be

addressed. First what i- needed to help teachers exhibit high

levels of non-routine teaching behaviors in complex classroom

settings? For example, would analytic feedback supplemented by

video tapes be more helpful than feedback based on observations

alone (03 Benton in progress)? Or do teachers simply need more

time to learn a new set of non-routine behaviors than that which

is provided by a single year of practice? A second issue for

further research hinges on the inadequacy of organizational

theory in studies of schools. Organizational theory explains the

relationsh p between ta k complex ty and channels of

communication necessary for proc a-ing information and reducing

uncertainty. The goal in many organizations is to overcoMe

uncertainty so that a product can be made efficiently.

Organizational theory does not deal with reduction of

unce tainty when the goal is to change behavior and to improve

the analytic strategies of a pr ctitioner who is constantly
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meeting a highly demanding situation. The theory needs to be

expanded beyond the notion of interdependence as a way to handle

uncertainty. The expanded theory should provide a fresh look at

changes in teaching behavior. Making such changes requires

on-the-spot decision-making and application of new learnings by

teachers in classrooms where none of the previously required

responsibilities have been dropped or diminished, where the task

is complex, and where the situation is highly demanding.

Interdependence through lateral communication appears to be

necessary but not a sufficient condition for these changes.
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APPENDIX A

TEACHER OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT FOR FEEDBACK AND
GRAPHS USED FOR FEEDBACK SESSIONS
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Observer

Teach

FO/D Unit

TEACHER OBSERVATION FORM

Date

Time

4.1 1 ac LQdcJ

PART I: Observation during orientation and wrap-up. Check the topics discussedand briefly describe what you observed.

TOPICS

Science Concepts

Problem-Solving

Strategies

Cooperative

Behaviors

Croup Roles

Multiple Abil-

ties

DESCRIPTION
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TEACMR OBSERVATION

PART : Observation while students work -at learning centers.

Rv SES:

Helps Students with work

"Hover "

Disciplines

STIMULATES EXTENDS
THINKING
Gives Specific Feedback

Talks about Thinking

GROUP AG MT
Talk About Roles

Talks About
Cooperative Behaviors

Talks About
Multiple Abilities

Tot.

511F=



Ma



APPENDIX Et

EETING TAMER
MEETING AGENDA ORGANIZER
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PJARTCC1FANTS

F TV; Oa- DE5Cagi ti 1EUT

AE'iA :HECKLIST

II.

-terials*

ath matexiaLs?
materials need7

7izat.lonistorace ci rnatezial.c?

.rr4no Centers*

2 t.y 5 sz:Y..ents per grvap1

Pbrk space layout ok?

Dis=lav facilities.-

Information sources?

*T Materials*

Completion of workshestj?
ewiack on worksheets?

Using activity cards'

Ot2 ler?

Proportion on-task/off -task60

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
8

Using problemrsokving
Beinforoesent needed? ;

Using cooperative skills?
ReL-sforcerwst need-
Using Multiple NA -s?

----Reinforcement needed?
1

Student roles ok? 1

Reinforce-rent needed?
Pate of talking/manipulatingok?

1

Discussion of individual students? 1

Discipline problems?.Mff
1

Other?

1

1

1

1

1

1

III. TV:CHER/ASSISTANT ROLES
_

Orientation topics/problems?

Urao-uo tocics/problems?

Eoverino?
Stimulating/extending thinking?.=.=

Communication strategies?
Other.

=.

DATE

NOTES ON DECISIONS MACE TODAY

RESPONSIBILITIES ASSIGNED
MO's to do What to Mom, Men?)



APPENDIX C

MANAGE ENT SYSTEMS CHECKLIST



MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS CHECKLIST

WAME_. _FO/D DATE

HOW flotNY TIMES IN THE PAST 2 WEEKS HAVE YOU:
MORE

1. Dis-cussed FO/D with your assistant

2. Be-i- observed by your principal during FO/D?

3. Met with your principal about FO/D?

4. Met with your FO/D supportive evaluator?

5. Met with other FO/D teachers in your school? x x

6. Use== the Meeting Tamer with other teachers? x x x

7. Obsirved your FO/D assistant? x x x

L Givemmn feedback to your assistant?

9. Uftet=1 the Meeting Tamer with your assistant? x x x

PLEASE PUT A CHECK BESIDE EACH TOPIC THAT HAS BEEN IMPORTPNT IN
DISCUSIONS WITH YOUR ASSISTANT IN THE PAST 2 WEEKS:

W. Ma.t= eri al s 19. Learning Centers

11. Wor-ksheets 20. Activity Cards

2. Sturclents On/off Task 21. Student Proolem-Solving

IL Coperation 22. Multiple Abilities

14. SturAdent Roles =. Rate of Talking and
Working Together

IL Ind=lvidual Student Needs
24. Discipline Problems

16. Oritmentation Topics/Problems
25. Wrap-up Topics/ProblemsHovring
26. Stimulating/ExtendingIL Comunication Strategies. Thinking

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION IN ANSWERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX D

TEACHER OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT USED FOR
RESEARCH



Teacher Observation Form for Research

Teacher Observation

FINDING OUT/DESCUBRIMIENTO

Teacher Orientation yes

Date Wrap-Up yesr

Observer Learning Centers Only yes no

(OBSERVE EACH TEACHER FOR 10 NUTES) Time at start of obs.

1. Facilitates completion of task

2. Gives infor ation
(instructs)

3. Asks Questions
(substantive)

4. Talks about childs thinking

FEEDBACK
5A. Gives specific scade ic

(TO INDIVIDUAL)

5B. Other specific feedback

6. Talks about cooperative behaviors

MULTIPLE ABILITIES
7A. Assigns competence

(TO INDIVIDUAL)
on 3 M-Abilities

7B. Other Discus ion of multi-abi ies

Talks about roles in groups

9. Disci ines (student or class)

10. Extends activicy


